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Howard M

on
04/26/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










shoots good and feels good in hand. Good as a glove box accessory 











Rick H

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sig Sauer E2022-40-B P2022 12+1 .40 S&W 3.9" Great firearm love to shoot. Great magazine. Purchase was very inexpensive delivery easy not any problem. 











Tim M

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great weapon. Easy to shot and control. 











Cris R

on
03/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really like this .40 cal... feels good, fits good, shoots great 











Michael B

on
06/16/2021




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Sig Sauer E2022-40-B P2022 12 1 .40 S&W 3.9"
What can I say, that you don't already know? SIG is synonymous with outstanding performance! This SIG .40 S&W is the smoothest and most reliable sidearm that you can carry. Functions flawlessly, and packs a punch.
And you can't beat Bud's Guns service and prices anywhere else! 











Ronald F

on
04/01/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great handgun. No issues after 1k+ rounds. Budsgunshop was great as usual, fast shipping. 











Jim C

on
01/02/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The e2022 is a polymer framed full sized handgun with a stainless steel slide; the slide is black nitride coated. Upon receiving the gun I took it promptly to the range where I field stripped it and cleaned and lubed. It is a very high quality handgun and, for the price, will make you feel like you just got the best value for your dollar on your purchase; EVER. This gun and this purchase just simply does not disappoint. You can see and feel sig sauer quality throughout. Upon loading the magazines I felt that a speed loader would really be nice to have and I will probably get one for these mags. Clicking the mag in place and racking the slide there was a little sticking of the slide at first which I determined to be the flat nosed Winchester target rounds: solution was don’t casually rack the slide with this ammo; I thought at first that I might want to try different ammo with a more rounded nose, but found that giving the slide a good snap both the gun and ammo perform well together. Holding the gun with a two thumbs forward grip, I found the e2022 to be very nice sized and an almost perfect fit for my full sized hands, but the gun handle has contour and an ergonomically correct feel about it ( unlike the blocky feel of some other polymer pistols in the same price range). My hands fit the gun very well, and the contour of the grips were well designed to keep my thumbs comfortably distant from the slide which could otherwise cause an injury to your thumbs as you shoot ( I have found this to be a problem with other polymer pistols in a similar price range). Holding the gun and raising it up to the target, I felt that the sights were easy to see and required no adjustment right out of the box. Also the trigger guard is oversized to accommodate gloved finger if needed ( nice to see). Upon reaching for the trigger I found that my full sized hands were well accommodated, with my trigger finger being properly placed on the trigger ( I have found some other guns where the grip was too small and my finger was sticking clear through and all bunched up on the trigger).. the decoder is a little too far forward to be reached with my right thumb, so I used my left thumb instead. The double action pull is just right on for me with all of the following shots being an easy single action pull. I like it and the shots were right on target right out of the box. Two thumbs up for this gun! 











Johnny F

on
09/27/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this pistol on Tuesday and my FFL called me Thursday saying my Sig was in, fast shipping! I've been looking for a new .40 for some time and the 2022 caught my eye. Took it home cleaned it up and went straight to the range. 200 rounds shot flawless, 20 were Sig Sauer 165 grain V Crown hollow point. Highly recommend this Sig. Thanks again Bud's! 











Virgil M

on
03/14/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent, very fast shiping. Firearm quality is great. Could not have made a better purchase with a better dealer. Thank you Budsgunshop. 











David A

on
09/16/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my first firearm purchase from Bud's and they handled everything perfectly. This Sig Sauer SP 2022 has proved to be a superb handgun and now I wish I had bought one years ago. This pistol is a really good buy at this price. 











Lorenzo B

on
09/07/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great price from Buds. Came with an extra mag and holster. I've had no problems so far, love the gun. 











Dennis N

on
12/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this pistol, very accurate and takes whatever i shove in it! has never jammed in 1000 rds. 











Keith S

on
03/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shooting firearm. Would buy another again if I needed it. 











Brian N

on
08/06/2016




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I've put a few hundred through it at this point. Not thrilled. Not a bad .40, but not in the same ballpark as a Glock. That would be my point - I think most people who want a .40 would be better served spending the little bit of extra money to buy a G22 or G23. The best thing is that it's been completely reliable in my testing. Another good thing is the grips have great texture. I usually have to do a tape job to get my grips feeling like this. The things I don't like so much: - Both double- and single-action triggers are mushy, and there's a long reset. A lot of the problems I had with it would be solved by a crisp 5 - 6 lb trigger. - Not all that accurate. Across the board, it was giving me about 4" groups at 15 yards. I guess it's fine for defensive purposes, but it's nowhere nearly as good as my .40 Glocks of the same dimensions. - This criticism is personal : The Sig feels goofy and imbalanced in my hand. It's heavy and bulky in the middle, where you don't really expect it if you have much experience with other striker or 1911 pistols. I think the problem is the basic design - they've put a steel slide on a polymer frame, bulked the whole thing up, and you wind up with a compact pistol that weighs 30 oz, and still only has 12 1 capacity. 











James L

on
04/28/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










A great firearm at a great price. Performed flawlessly at the range. Bud's service was great also as expected. 











Mike S

on
04/07/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










best value I've seen. Came with two mags a holster and was in a nice plastic case. For $375.00 thanks buds! 











Robert H

on
02/26/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent gun but what else do you expect from Sig Sauer!! 











Thomas S

on
12/30/2015




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I find this weapon odd to shoot. Having taken it to the range several times I can say it has taken a lot of getting used to. Kicks like a mule and balance is a bit odd. But, once you get used to this and adjust for it you can make it an effective weapon. I like the .40 S&W round that it shoots but you can tell that the frame was truly built for the 9mm round of its cousin! Has lots of punch and hollow point rounds make this a very effective and lethal defensive tool. Very sturdy, super easy to clean, and a great fit in the glove box as a vehicle weapon. Putting a tactical laser on the front of this gun, even wth a full magazine, seems to add to the lack of balance. After shooting a number of types, configurations, and manufacturers rounds I like the Hornady 165 grain critical defense rounds or the 155 grain JHP for this gun. 











David S

on
02/15/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this on a Tuesday and got it ten days later. Unbeatable price for a gun I'd been looking to get for a long time! Very happy with the brand new pistil. Came in a nice case with two back straps, 2 magazines and a holster. Will order from Bud's again! 











Nik G

on
10/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I would like to say first that Budsgunshop customer service has treated me well. I have had the SIG PRO SP2022 before sold it, and wish I didn't do that. My expierence with this particular firearm has been awesome. You will grow to love this firearm and this firearm is not perfect, however, once you get it to the range and start shooting it you'll see why there are so many positive reviews.Secondly, you will see why the French National Police bought and adopted this firearm as well as Rock Island Armorey purchased thouasands of these. Budsgunshop prices has allowed some one like myself with a tight budget purchase a good firearm at good price. 











Vincent L

on
10/30/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun for the price and it did come with a rail but wasn't impressed with the Sig Sauer shoe box it comes in but despite that it's a great gun very accurate right of of the box and comes with two replacement back straps for people with small or medium hands and it's very easy to switch out. Buds has quick and great service Ill definitely be buying frombudsgunshop again. 











Kevin M

on
09/05/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Sig Sauer what can you say I loved this second purchase( SADA Pistol) this Gun So much I bought me a Custom 1911 ! Ease of handling no uncomfortable recoil for a Pistol in .40S&W Cal ! The Factory Magazine is well built I bought 2 more keep them tuned and maintained and will last until the moon falls from the sky ! 











Patrick L

on
08/17/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great gun for the money. The quality for the price is nearly unbeatable. This isn't a knockoff, this is a Sig. I've had mine for about 6 months and I shoot often. It has been flawless through every round, shooting several different brands and loads of ammo. The trigger is smooth in DA but heavy enough to carry with one in the chamber. The trigger in SA is crisp right out of the box. The sights line up perfectly and the finish is high quality. This is a tough gun that you can count on. I depend on this weapon to protect my home and family. I will say it does not hit point of aim farther than 5 yards. However, the grouping is still tight. My brother has this same gun in 9mm and his is dead on, so it might just by my gun. I do not have a problem hitting point of aim with my other pistol. It also has some kick being .40 caliber and polymer frame. My brother likes his 9mm better for that reason. I don't mind a bit of a kick as I don't usually shoot more than 200 rounds in a trip to the range. Great price. Great gun. I would like to give it a 4.5/5 because the steel frame sigs feel and appear of a higher quality. But for this price, I feel comfortable giving it a 5/5. Note: Mine came with a rail but my brother's 9mm did not. 











Melinda T

on
07/18/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










First, I want to say Bud's customer service was excellent. This is the second firearm I have ordered from Bud's. I was pleasantly surprised to learn the SIG 2022 that I received at my FFL did have the rail like it's supposed to. It's production date is May 9, 2013. The reason I only gave three stars in my review is not a reflection of Bud's or of the quality of the handgun itself. Minus one star because it only came with one magazine. And minus one star because it was shipped in a cardboard box instead of a hard plastic case. 











Timothy J

on
06/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Finally got possession of my new Sig Pro 2022 today, Cleaned it and fired 10 rounds to check out the action, Pretty sweet firing pistol. I was disappointed in the accuraccy right out of the box, I was hitting the target 8" left of the center at 25 yards. Checked it with a bore scope and yikes!!!!It shows way out so I will have to send it to a gunsmith to get it sighted in properly. It fires great, smooth trigger pull even in DAO mode. This will become one of my favorites. Bud did a great job with this order and I will order another one when I can. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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